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CAN PRESIDENT TRUMP DEFEAT EVIL PROPHECY OF
DESTRUCTION OF NEW YORK CITY
Pat Holliday, PhD.

Can President Trump Stop the Destruction of New York?
St. John the Divine Cathedral Demonic Prophecy? 1
Nov 26, 2015 · Donald Trump said Monday that he witnessed people jumping out of the Twin Towers
on 9/11 from the view in his apartment.

Yes, Obama Really Is Worried
About a Manhattan Nuke!
President Obama invoked a bracing image responding to a question about the threat Russia poses
to America while speaking at a nuclear-security summit in Brussels on Tuesday. 2 Russia’s

actions “don’t pose the No. 1 national-security threat to the United States,”
Obama said in The Hague, the Netherlands. “I continue to be much more concerned, when
it comes to our security, with the prospect of a nuclear weapon going off in Manhattan.”
Yikes! Does Obama really think there’s a serious chance that Manhattan could get nuked?
The destruction of New York City including the Twin Towers is depicted in sculptures at the
entrance to New York City’s St. John the Divine Cathedral. The cathedral tricks unsuspecting
Believing church goers into its occult house of worship.
With funding from tycoons like JP Morgan and the Grand Master of the Masons of the state of
New York, this cathedral claims to be the world’s largest cathedral.
The destruction of New York City (including the Twin Towers) sculpted right on the building and columns…
Strange occult symbols on the floor… Weird rituals being performed in the sanctuary… Home of
the Temple of Understanding which admittedly seeks to instate a new world religion… This cathedral is
definitively “different”, as some people might say. But the “difference” lies in the fact that the cathedral is in
3
fact a temple for the occult elite.
BLOWING UP THE WORLD

NEW YORK (CBS-New York/AP) – The NYPD may be forced to make do as the Department of
Homeland Security announces massive budget cuts to its bomb detection program. 4
The announcement came less than 24 hours after President Barack Obama said he’s more
concerned about the prospect of a nuclear weapon exploding in New York City than Russia’s
recent actions. And as CBS 2’s Tracee Carrasco reports, U.S. Sen. Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.) is
now blasting the Obama administration over the dramatic cuts. (Great Obama supporter). “Hard
to believe in the ‘Can you believe this Department?’ Schumer said. “Yesterday, the president
correctly says he worried about a nuclear weapon, and yet the Department of Homeland Security
announces it is cutting this program which is one of our bulwarks to prevent any nuclear weapon
from being smuggled into Manhattan.” 5
The destruction of New York City (including the Twin Towers) sculpted right on the
building columns; strange occult symbols on the floor, weird rituals being performed in the
sanctuary; home of “the Temple of Understanding” which admittedly seeks to instate a new
world religion. This cathedral is definitively “different”, as some people might say. But the
“difference” lies in the fact that the cathedral is in fact a temple for the occult elite. 6
DESTROYING NEW YORK

The original article showed only two of these columns (the others were not visible at the
time I took the pics). Since then however, the other pillars NEW YORK DESTROYED BY
ENORMOUS WAVES are visible and their symbolism is as esoteric and mysterious as those
originally posted. Here they are (in no order).7
This column depicts the destruction of the Brooklyn Bridge. Underneath is the New York stock market and
people trading goods? Is this a reference to the Babylon of the Revelation?

The scene is a devastating evil prophecy for New York residents as we see the Brooklyn

Bridge crumbling with cars and bus falling into agitated waters. At the right of the panel is the
Statue of Liberty, which seems to be sinking in the water. The troubled waters are filling with
cars, people animals and dead fish. The angry waters indicate an enormous catastrophe caused by
stormy weather torrential rains and high strong winds; perhaps a treacherous hurricane.

THE WALKING DEAD - HIERARCIAL POWERS
“The dearest idol I have known, whate’er that idol be, help me to tear it from thy throne, And worship only thee. So, shall my walk be
close with God, Calm and serene my frame; So purer light shall mark the road That leads me to the Lamb.” William Cowper
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DESTROYING NEW YORK

The original article showed only two of these columns (the others were not visible at the time I
took the pics). Since then however, the other pillars NEW YORK DESTROYED BY ENORMOUS
WAVES are visible and their symbolism is as esoteric and mysterious as those originally posted.
Here they are (in no order). 12 This column depicts the destruction of the Brooklyn Bridge. Underneath is the
New York stock market and people trading goods? Is this a reference to the Babylon of the Revelation? The scene
is a devastating evil prophecy for New York residents as we see the Brooklyn Bridge crumbling
with cars and bus falling into agitated waters. At the right of the panel is the Statue of Liberty,
which seems to be sinking in the water. The troubled waters are filling with cars, people animals
and dead fish. The angry waters indicate an enormous catastrophe caused by stormy weather
torrential rains and high strong winds; perhaps a treacherous hurricane.

Remember many of these are men in high places who are “soulless” and beyond the reach of
normal reasoning process. Man’s plunge into evil has carried him far beyond even that of Satan’s
imagination. Yet, neither is he going to put a stop to one of his humans that would carry his plan
forward with the creativity that he, Satan, lacks. Neither will he make any effort to protect or
salvage these soulless ones that cannot be reached by God for there is no connection.
They are Luciferians who do not necessarily worship “the Devil” as a metaphysical entity.
Lucifer symbolizes the cognitive powers of man, its potential to reach godliness by its own
means. Luciferians believe that those attributes will eventually dethrone God and bring humans
to their rightful place, as deities. This doctrine is fully embodied by humanism and its
technological counterpart trans-humanism. Clothed in an acceptable phrasing inside a JudeoChristian context (“humanist” sounds less threatening and evil than “luciferin”), these
philosophies are now part of popular culture. Through technological advancements and scientific
breakthrough, extremely wealthy figures like Ray Kurzweil are publicly seeking to reach
technological immortality. 13

Occultists believe that the Book of Revelation has been hermetically coded so that its true
meaning is accessible only to the initiates (witchcraft). 14
This Pillar scene is carved on the west entrance of the cathedral and depicts New York as
"Babylon the Great” which is destroyed by the wrath of God.
New York City matches the Biblical description of "Babylon the Great" which is a “Great
Prostitute” who sits on many waters – peoples, multitudes, nations and languages – holding a
golden cup. She rules over the kings of the Earth = The Statue of Liberty/United Nations.
Merchants of the Earth grew rich of her “excessive luxuries”. She weeps because nobody buys
her goods anymore = New York Stock Exchange.
Starting at the right of the above column of the destruction of New York City, the second tier
beneath the chaotic waters is a calm stream. We see a man with a head dress that has the roman

letters IX (which is the Mason’s most powerful Kabbalah magical number 11). The man is
esoteric and mysterious using sorcery divining the powers of the air. He is pointing his index
finger, closed thumb over his closed fingers (black and white witchcraft powers) sending
mysterious hand signal to the next panel. His pointing index finger is touching the body of the
giant snake drawing his authority from Satan. In the Bible the serpent is Satan. Therefore, this
sorcerer is working in direct contact with Lucifer.
Named the “hand to god”, the “sign of Preservation” or the “hand of the Mysteries”, the sign of
the hand pointing upwards can be found in many works of art that bear an esoteric meaning. It
appears to be always associated with figures that are seen to possess “knowledge from the
gods”15
“And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which
deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with
him,” (Rev. 9:12).
One great besetting sin of ancient Israel was idolatry, and the spiritual Israel is vexed with a
tendency to the same folly. Remphan's star shines no longer, and the women weep no more for
Tammuz, but Mammon still intrudes his golden calf, and the shrines of pride are not forsaken.
Self in various forms struggles to subdue the chosen ones under its dominion, and the flesh sets
up its altars wherever it can find space for them. Favorite children are often the cause of much
sin in believers; the Lord is grieved when He sees us doting upon them above measure; they will
live to be as great a curse to us as Absalom was to David, or they will be taken from us to leave
our homes desolate. If Christians desire to grow thorns to stuff their sleepless pillows, let them
dote on their dear ones.
It is truly sad that "they are no gods," for the objects of our foolish love are very doubtful
blessings, the solace which they yield us now is dangerous, and the help which they can give us
in the hour of trouble is little indeed. 16 Why, then, are we so bewitched with vanities? We pity
the poor heathen who adore a god of stone, and yet worship a god of gold. Where is the vast
superiority between a god of flesh and one of wood? The principle, the sin, the folly is the same
in either case, only that in ours the crime is more aggravated because we have more light, and sin
in the face of it. The heathen bows to a false deity, but the true God he has never known; we
commit two evils, because we forsake the living God and turn unto idols. May the Lord purge us
all from this grievous iniquity!
Worldwide ecumenical forces are endeavoring to unite eastern religions and western Christianity.
The second Beast comes from the earth = Satan’s spiritual power over the revived Roman
Empire Religious System, = the One World Religion. The Roman religious system was a
Babylonian, god-goddess, whose people were worshipers of idolatry. All faiths are being plunged
into one melting pot hoping that a one- world religion will rise to the surface. Man strives to
reconcile Christianity with eastern beliefs; but Christianity is a relationship with Jesus. The
cornerstone erected by the New Age to create unity of faith is not Jesus Christ but meditation;
not a person but a method. 17

Idolatry and Witchcraft works in your mind, but it will capture and imprison your spirit. The
New Age Movement is to the highest degree of duplicitous and scathing philosophy at work in
religion today. It is interlaced not only in witchcraft, idolatry and Satanism but it is attacking all
Christian denominations. The New Age belief system is deeply rooted in Eastern religious
mysticism and the paranormal. Followers are led to awaken their God consciousness by using
powerful occult techniques such as, Transcendental Meditation, Yoga, Hypnosis, visualization,
psychic phenomenon, New Thought Consciousness, divination, mind control, etc.
The sorcerer using his hierarchical power to cast magical-spells of chaos and confusion connote
also the active and the passive expressions of divine energy. He is using the chaotic spirits and
the blood of the dead as a demonic sacrifice to release the authorities of Hell and its Hierarchical
Principalities from the pit to destroy the city; he has paranormal POWER OVER YOU AND
YOUR NATION. These beings in charge, these days, feed on power and control, and the fuel for
their actions is supplied at YOUR permission and contribution through sinful desires.
Another man that looks like Ludwig Van Beethoven is playing a piano in the stream indicating
the devious joy of the apparent destruction of the city. He could be playing the occult elite’s
favorite piece, The Symphony No. 9 in E minor, From the New World, Op. 95, B. 178, popularly

known as the New World Symphony, was composed by Antonín Dvořák in 1893.These are
water spirits. Another man and a sheep are in the stream; the man is clinging to the floating
concrete blocks and fighting the debris for life.
SPIRITUAL HIERACHY

Divided by the huge snake’s body, we see the carving of the next panel the Spiritual Hierarchy
(Satan), the giant snake’s head circles above the New York Stock Exchange which indicates that
he is the Ruling Spirit over that place. The snake’s narrow body stretches around the column
separating the panel sculptured scenes. A frog figure (a sexual spirit) is standing next to the
Exchange. The frog spirit takes on a much more ancient and mystical meaning is shown in the
Book of Revelation being spewed out of the Antichrist’s mouth. It is the Ruling Principality over
sex. Another man dressed in a business suit is trading goods to a woman standing in a window
dressed in a bikini (is he trading money gained for sex)? A strange looking being is standing with
its arms covering a swollen pregnant belly perhaps hiding an unborn baby. 18
The next panel, to the right, has dead man floating with water debris and discloses
paranormal ruling demons that are important in religious and mythological symbolism such as
the Spirit of Chaos. The snake the chief Principality sitting on the powers of destruction.
Closely connected to the chaos that the snake is sitting upon is the Phoenix Bird. This spirit
could be signifying the rebirth of the earth after its destruction. Also, The central focus of the
United Nations’ end-time prophetic mural is the Phoenix bird that has risen. He is the symbol of
Lucifer. The bird reincarnates from death to life out of the blue flames, [The End and the
Beginning].
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X51DEDhqdas Roxine Cherie' Evans
In Greek mythology, a phoenix or phenix (Greek: φοῖνιξ phoinix) is a long-lived bird that is
cyclically regenerated or reborn. Associated with the sun, a phoenix obtains new life by arising
from the ashes of its predecessor. The phoenix was subsequently adopted as a symbol in Early
Christianity. While the phoenix typically dies by fire in most versions of the legend, there are
less popular versions of the myth in which the mythical bird dies and simply decomposes before
being born again.[1] Herodotus, Lucan, Pliny the Elder, Pope Clement I, Lactantius, Ovid, and
Isidore of Seville are among those who have contributed to the retelling and transmission of the
phoenix motif. 19
In the historical record, the phoenix "could symbolize renewal in general as well as the sun,
time, the empire, metempsychosis, consecration, resurrection, life in the heavenly Paradise,
Christ, Mary, virginity, the exceptional man, and certain aspects of Christian life".[2]
The engraved spider is associated with wisdom archetypes, with magic and occult
knowledge; the spider is associated with the knowledge of poisons and the occult. 20 Its
attributes are Patience, Grace, Precision, Readiness, Magic, Prophecy, Entrapment and
Dependence, Weaving, and Seeing Patterns.21
At the right of the column is a strange space alien being releasing the spiders which indicate the
paranormal control that is being used to create the deviating destructive powers that are being
discharged. Another creature is nipping at his heal.
The descending frog creature is a Spirit of Perversion. It is very strange that a so-called Christian

church could openly function as Christian and yet, be so deeply steeped in the powers of
darkness while its bewitching spirits remain hidden to most Christians.
OPERATION OF THE SPIRIT OF PERVERSION

The next panel is divided by the snake’s body shows the perversion of the Christian priesthood.
From left to right we see two naked men with head coverings. The first one is hiding a chalice
behind his back and giving a bonded handshake to the second man who is going to pour a liquid
over their united hands. A third man has a covered head and is fully clothed. His hand connects
him to another man with a covered head and a female, perhaps bisexuality; then there is a
grouping of people. I believe this panel concerns the falling of the priests in the Christian church
practicing homosexual sin and perversions.
A snake’s head appears next to a human hand that may signify the connection of the
paranormal and the physical manipulation of life. Then the snake’s body wraps around the
column and isolates a man figure that is a painter or Architect. Below the man is a wrap-around
band of all seeing eyes that separates him from the next section. At the bottom a chain is
wrapped around the column that opens a new pane.
At the left, a nude woman is walking away from two men into a sexual group. Two naked men
are joining hands together while a woman is behind them with an object that she is holding next
to the man’s rear-end, her leg is crossed. There are two alien looking beings next to her. At the
bottom of this column the chain is broken, probably signifying they have broken the sanctity of
the marriage bed. Satan hates marriage. It was the first institution that God designed when he
created Adam and Eve!

The Church was named after St. John the Divine, the author of the Book of
Revelation.
The sculptures that engraved in St John’s Cathedral nonetheless conveyed a massive
amount of pagan and Masonic symbolism. Far from being merely decorative, the art is a
testimony of people who are not Christians at all. While some might say that the true,
mystical meaning behind these symbols is not inherently evil, the real upsetting part is that
those “in the capstone” are clearly telling us that those at the base of the pyramid are not
meant to understand these things. They are meant to be distracted and controlled and
bewitched so that they can steal and traffic their souls.

St. John the Divine is the headquarters of the Temple of Understanding, an interfaith effort
to steer away people from traditional religions to a hybrid kind of spirituality based on New Age
philosophies, Neo-Paganism and a mix of organized religions’ traditions. The “friends” who have
assisted the founder Juliet Hollister include John D. Rockefeller II, the XIV Dalai Lama, Pope
John XXIII, Eleanor Roosevelt, UN Secretary-General U Thant, International Planned
Parenthood and the Jewish Theological Seminary. Jean Houston, a New Age guru and supporter
of the Temple of Understanding wrote in her book “Trojan Horse”: 22
“The Temple’s purpose is to facilitate the one world religion, through the promoting both the
acceptance and the embrace of all religions, beliefs and rituals. The Temple of Understanding’s
Meditation Room was to be known as the “Hall of Illumination” ‘where the Illuminati, Masters

of Wisdom, Our Leaders of the Temple of Understanding will train the public in the new
humanistic cult…to create a new type of mystic.” 23
The St. John the Divine Cathedral acts as a nervous center for the spiritual side of the global
shift. Through numerous forums and UN summits, the Temple of Understanding reunites leaders
from all major religions to devise a universal message. This message will later be communicated
to the masses through local religious networks. In a slow yet steady manner, all religious faiths
are leaning towards the same sets of values and will eventually converge into humanism.24
AGE O DEATH GOD ANUBIS

Anubis is the God of Cemeteries and Embalming. Anubis is normally seen as a jackal or dog
or in jackal-headed human form. He is normally depicted in black, and the color is symbolic, it
represents the color of the body after the mummification process. Black is also associated with
the fertile Nile silt deposited on the land, called the 'Black Land' and hence rebirth in the
afterlife. 25
The nature of Anubis is probably best revealed through the epithets used:
Khenty-Imentiu - meaning 'Foremost of the Westerners' (the west was where the entrance
to the underworld was located) indicating his leadership of those buried in the cemeteries.
Khenty-sek-Netjer - 'presiding over God's pavilion' The gods pavilion was the place where
the ritual of embalming took place and the burial chamber. It emphasis is role as of guardian,
protector and guide for the dead.
Tepy-Dju-ef - 'Anubis who is upon is mountain' again another image of Anubis as a
protector of cemeteries.
Neb-ta-Djeser - 'Lord of the sacred land' which again refers to the desert where the
necropolis and cemeteries lay. He is sometime also called 'Jackal ruler of the bows' which is
another aspect of Anubis as a necropolis guardian.
Imy-ut - 'he who is in the place of embalming' and stresses the role in the mummification
process. Anubis was the god the provided the iron for the magical adze used in the 'Opening of
the Mouth' ritual.
He can also be found in the Book of the Dead, in the weighing of the heart ceremony and is
described as 'he who counts the hearts'. In the Pyramid Texts he is sometimes called 'claimer of
hearts' who purpose is to the free the King from restrictions on earth for him to join the gods in
the sky. Anubis guides the deceased who have passed the tests and whose hearts have been
vindicated as honest towards the throne of Osiris.26
ANUBIS DEATH TOUR OF AMERICA

“A 25-foot tall replica statue of the Egyptian god Anubis, with a suitcase at his feet, passes
in front of the Statue of Liberty while taking a tour of the New York waterways, Tuesday, March
23, 2010. The statue was traveling to announce the upcoming exhibit 'Tutankhamun and the
Golden Age of the Pharaohs' starting on April 23 at the Discovery Times Square Exposition.
Egyptology News – Anubis in New York 27
“In anticipation of the special exhibition Tutankhamun and the Golden Age of the Pharaohs
at Manhattan's Discovery Times Square Exposition (April 23, 2010-January 2, 2011), a towering
five-ton sculpture of the Egyptian god Anubis will sail into New York Harbor on March 23,
2010. There it will be juxtaposed for a time with the majestic Statue of Liberty. Hopefully the
massive work, measuring 7.6 m (25 ft.) in height, will then take up temporary residence in
Shubert Alley, directly opposite the traveling show's last and largest American venue” (Arts
Museum Journal, Stan Parchin, March 17, 2010). 28
Ever since it was first installed at Denver International Airport, the 32-foot-tall blue
"Mustang" has been the talk of the town, but a new addition is sure to get plenty of attention. 29
A crew is installing a seven-ton, 26-foot-tall concrete sculpture of an Egyptian god at the
airport.
Anubis, a statue with a jackal-head, will be built south of the Jeppesen Terminal.
Although part of the lore of the 9,000-pound "Mustang" is that its creator, Luis Jiménez, was
tragically killed while making the piece, Anubis may be even more notorious. He's the Egyptian
god of death and the afterlife.

It's being put in to preview the Denver Art Museum's King Tut exhibit.
The exhibit runs June 29 through Jan. 9, 2011, and Anubis will be standing guard during that
time. 30
DEMONS ARE FILLING THE CHURCH WITH STRANGE CLERGY AND PEDIFILES

ENLIGHTENMENT AND HARMONY

The New Age movement comes out of the United Nations. It is a structured network of
individuals and organizations who share a vision of a new age of enlightenment and harmony
(the Age of Aquarius”) and who subscribe to a common “world view.”
A world view may be defined as “a way of viewing or interpreting all of reality. It is an
interpretive framework through which or by which one makes sense out of the data of life and
the world.
They have a common creed is based on monism (all is one), pantheism (all is God), and
mysticism (the experience of oneness with the divine. They worship bisexual gods. They have a
belief system that says diversity in unity which is made up of many different individuals and
organizations that have a wide variety of interests and are committee to different causes? The
movement includes holistic health professionals, ecologists, political activists, educators, human
potential advocates, goddess-worshipers, reincarnation lists, astrologers, and much more.
All these driven individuals associate comfortably under the common umbrella of "the New
Age movement.” Their common vision for humankind and their common world view enable
them to "network” together to accomplish their common ends, despite their distinctive interest

with the movement.
"Take heed that no man deceive you,” (Matt. 24:4). Such were the first words of our Lord's
reply to inquiry, "What shall be the sign of Thy coming, and of the end of the age,” (Matt. 24:3)?
No thoughtful Christian can ignore the signs which mark the days in which we live. The growth
of cynicism within the churches has surpassed even the gloomiest prediction and side by side
with this, the expansion of spiritualism and demon-worship has been shocking. The advance of
infidelity has already been systematized into a religion, with a recognized creed and cult.
According Christian theology, corruption which involves alcohol or drug abuse, adultery,
fornication, cheating, gambling, homosexuality, murder, rape, incest are sinful and other such
wicked deeds are making appearances in the church. Can we ignore these signs?
NEW AGE RELIGION

The apocalyptic One World Government totalitarian monstrosity of the future is soon to
step upon the world's stage to play out the final tragedy of the extinction of personal and
religious freedom. A new world where people will be rigidly controlled by Big Brother; the
coming world demagogue must appeal to the spiritual wishes of the masses, so he gives his own
universal religion, a Harlot Church called the Mystery of Babylon complete with its false prophet
and false god.

The Scriptures gives a graphic picture of godlessness of the last times. The Lord Jesus says
in (Matt. 24: 11-13): "Many false prophets shall rise, and shall deceive many. And because

iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax cold. But, he that shall endure unto the end, the
same shall be saved. And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in the world for a witness
unto all nations; and then shall the end come." In (verse 24): "There shall arise false Christ’s,
and false prophets, and shall show great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible,
they shall deceive the very elect." And St. Paul says, in (II Thess. 2:3): "That man of sin shall be
revealed, the son of perdition, who opposes and exalts himself above all this God, or that is
worshiped... (The coming of the Wicked) is after the working of Satan with all power and signs
and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because
they received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this cause God shall
send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: that they all might be damned who
believed not the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness."
This adulterous religious system is described as a dwelling place of demons and a prison of
every unclean spirit, and a prison of every unclean and hateful bird. “And he cried mightily with
a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of
devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird,” (Rev.
18:2). All nations have drunk of the wine of the passion of her immorality, and the kings of the
earth have committed acts of immorality with her, and the merchants of the earth have become
rich by the wealth of her sensuality.
Christians that only see the world through eyes of the five senses will miss the significance
of the supernatural organization of the world these times. The description concludes with the
word that over these creatures is the angel of the abyss, called in Hebrew, Abaddon, and in the
Greek, Apollyon, and the latter meaning "destroyer." In the Septuagint the word carries this idea
in (Job 26:2; 28:22; Prov. 15:11); another form is the word translated "destruction" in (Matt.
7:13), and "destroy" in (II Thess. 2:8).9
The Spirit of God revealed to John in a vision that in the last days, demon spirits would be
released upon the earth which would go forth to deceive the world.
“And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out
of the mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet,” This unholy diabolical
trinity, the spiritual demons hierarchy of control of the world,” (Rev. 16:13-14).
These three spirits that John saw represent lying, deceiving, seducing demon spirits that
are going to be released by Satan, the Beast, and the False Prophet, around the world. “For they
are the spirits of devils, working miracles, which go forth unto the kings of the earth and of
the whole world, to gather them to the battle of that great day of God Almighty,” (Rev. 16:14).
This Scripture reveals the true source of the Powers of Darkness that will control those demons.
UNIVERSAL RELIGION OUT OF THE SEA

John identified this man coming to power where in the same region all prior world empires
previously existed. This Beast and his Kingdom are the ultimate expression of all previous
human kingdoms, such as a leopard (Grecian), Bear (Media-Persians), lion (Babylon). The last
great kingdom in this dream embodies all the viciousness, wealth, paganism, lust greed, filth of
poverty, past and present of the Babylonians, Media Persians, Grecian, and Romans. . .. all under

the control of the ultimate demonic spirit called Beast named Abaddon.

A WOMAN WORSHIPS AT THE ARTIFICAL CREATED CHILD
When you think of the antichrist, I’m sure that like most people, you think of the evil end
time ruler that is to come. However, John says there are many antichrists. How can that be?
Anti-Christ doesn’t mean opposite of Christ, it means in place of Christ. Any person who puts
himself in place of Christ in your life is operating in the spirit of antichrist. And as John said
there are many of them already in the world!
“Little children, it is the last time: and as ye have heard that antichrist shall come, even
now are there many antichrists; whereby we know that it is the last time,” (I Jn. 2:18).
I guess we can all agree that Barack Obama does not seem to be a normal man.
And they worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the beast: and they worshipped the
beast, saying, who is like unto the beast? Who is able to make war with him? If any man has an
ear, let him hear. He that leadeth into captivity shall go into captivity..." (Rev. 13: 4, 9-10).
"All the days of my appointed time will I wait.” Job Acknowledges the Finality of Death
…13"Oh that You would hide me in Sheol, That You would conceal me until Your wrath returns
to You, That You would set a limit for me and remember me! 14"If a man dies, will he live again?
All the days of my struggle I will wait Until my change comes. 15"You will call, and I will
answer You; You will long for the work of Your hands,” (Job 14:14).
CHRISTIAN PERSECUTION

The Lord Jesus told us in (Matt. 10:22), "And ye shall be hated of all men for My name's
sake: but he that endureth to the end shall be saved." And then in (Matt. 6:33), He said, "But
seek ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness . . ."
My advice is seeking Jesus while He can still be found. Turn away from men and women

that are calling you to follow new strange doctrines. Repent from your idolatry of spiritual
dependence upon people and seek a personal relationship with Jesus. He’s coming soon; will He
find you waiting for Him or will he find you waiting on pompous men and women selling you
the lies of a new gospel, another Jesus by another spirit?
“Except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the elect’s
sake those days shall be shortened. Then if any shall say unto you, Lo, here is Christ, or there;
believe it not; For there shall arise false Christ’s, and false prophets and shall shew great signs
and wonders; insomuch that if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect. Behold I have
told you before. Wherefore if they shall say unto you, Behold, he is in the desert; go not forth:
behold, he is in the secret chambers, believe it not. For as the lightning cometh out of the east,
and shineth even unto the west; so shall also the coming of the Son of man be,” (Matt. 24: 2227).
YOU WILL BE AS GODS

NOTICE THE BOUND CHRIST-LIKE FIGURE ROPED WITH CORDS

Then look at the top right and see the Lamb sleeping with his feet constrained… Sheep
represent Christians and the High Priest with the red hooded cape is totally restrained!
From illustrations given by the author they are shown in their regalia, with aprons and
emblems, clad as the keepers of the great art and teaching of which they were masters. 31
Every year, at Halloween, St. John the Divine is the host of a strange event called “The
Grand Procession of the Ghouls”. It is basically a parade taking place right inside the sanctuary
of the Cathedral where people dressed in costumes of demons, ghouls, and monsters and other
creepy things, walk around to macabre organ music. This thing resembles the strange rituals held
behind closed doors by occult groups. Outside of the great number of costumes representing

demons and Satan (already extremely bizarre for a Cathedral); some costumes seem to make a
mockery out of Christianity. 32
STRANGE RITUALS

The spirit of the Antichrist has been in and at work in the world since the Resurrection of
Christ. Its main purpose is to work to defame, destroy the purity, power and purpose of Jesus
Christ. According to Jesus Christ Himself, Satan works through his ministers of darkness, the
wolves in sheep's clothing!
INVINCIBLE GODS REINVENTING THE WORLD

These are the hidden invincible ones that God will have delivered His dreaded "strong delusion"
in order to seal the eternal fate of the unbeliever.
Lucifer, the light-bearer is considered to be hidden savior of humanity who brought the gift of
godliness to humans. 33
The Illuminati are reinventing the world through reality that is constantly being shaped by magic
and ritual. They believe the triumph of Man over God through the acquisition of knowledge.
Nothing is real like it seems, even the President and our political leaders are mere actors on a
stage— nothing more than virtual reality cyber-mannequins. "The Secret;" Orwellian doublespeak in everyday language; the Illuminati’s goal of "shifting" or "reinventing" the world; using
Illuminist, magical code-words and worship of the god of the forces.34
God does not sanction war or death for it is destructive to the Soul to participate in such;
however for those that are soulless there is the dilemma of man as to what to do when one such
as this becomes focused upon the destruction of God’s real children! They are closing the
final stages of their trap upon humanity causing the mass of mankind to fear will bring further
confusion and destruction! In many ways the entire masses have been mesmerized by the
hypnotic powers of the sorcery.35
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The St. John the Divine Cathedral acts as a nervous center for the spiritual side of the global
shift. Through numerous forums and UN summits, the Temple of Understanding reunites leaders
from all major religions to devise a universal message. This message will later be communicated
to the masses through local religious networks. In a slow yet steady manner, all religious faiths
are leaning towards the same sets of values and will eventually converge into humanism.36
Satan said in the Garden of Eden to Eve. "You will be as Gods", (Gen. 3:4, 5); no one is a
god; to think so puts you on the pathway of those going to hell. Once you accept these
philosophies, you will become dehumanized, a lost person without a soul, one that is totally
possessed by the demons of hell. Listening to the lies of the god of the air, deceived cabalist men
and women capable of being used by the powers of darkness who are frantically working to open
the wormhole ‘Gate of Eden’ to bring in the New World Order and the drive of the Illuminati
elite for a reconstructed ‘paradise’ or Satan’s kingdom on planet earth. They believe a magical
holy place called Eden exists and their gods have anointed them to find it and reestablish it and
reinvent the world.
These sinful people are running brutishly around the entire earth and being driven by
invisible forces to selfishly destroy everything. They also believe they have moved into a time
where they will move to these existing alternate realities/dimensions and finally to return to Eden
and live in ‘paradise on this earth’ forever. ‘The Plan’ calls for the violent destruction of the ‘Old

World Order’ so the new can come into reality but it calls for the ‘Old Order’ to be destroyed in a
seven year ‘cleansing cycle of the earth’. They believe that the entire future Garden of Eden on
earth will be established under pagan power by a cabal of religious men that are submitted to
Lucifer. Other words, they believe they are literally going to eat from the ‘the Tree of Life’ in the
Garden of Eden and live in their flesh forever to avoid hell.

“Blessed are they that do his commandments that they may have right to the tree of life, and
may enter in through the gates into the city. For without are dogs, and sorcerers and
whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters and whosoever loveth and maketh a lie; I Jesus
have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root and the
offspring of David, and the bright and morning star. And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And
let him that heareth say, Come. And let him that is athirst come. And whosoever will, let him take
the water of life freely,” (Rev 22:14-17).
“Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with
all perseverance and supplication for all saints; 19And for me, that utterance may be given unto
me, that I may open my mouth boldly, to make known the mystery of the gospel, 20For which I
am an ambassador in bonds: that therein I may speak boldly, as I ought to speak,” (Eph. 18:20).

MEET THE REAL CHRIST

“But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people; that
ye should shew forth the praises of him who hath called you out of darkness into his marvelous
light; 10 Which in time past were not a people, but are now the people of God: which had not
obtained mercy, but now have obtained mercy. 11 Dearly beloved, I beseech you as strangers
and pilgrims, abstain from fleshly lusts, which war against the soul; 12 Having your
conversation honest among the Gentiles: that, whereas they speak against you as evildoers, they
may by your good works, which they shall behold, glorify God in the day of visitation,” (I Pet.2:911).
WHO IS THE TRUE SAVIOR?

The Bible says that Christ existed from all eternity with God. In (Tit. 1:3, 2:10, and 3:4).
God is identified as the Savior, whereas in (Tit. 1:4, 2:13), and 3:6, Jesus Christ is identified as
God. In (Isa. 43:11), the Lord says there is no Savior besides Him and in (Acts 4:8-12), Luke
records’ Peter’s affirmation there is only one Savior and that is Jesus Christ of Nazareth. There is
either great contradiction in Scripture, or Jesus Christ is God!
John the Baptist said, “. . . He who comes after me has a higher rank than I, for He existed
before me.” Notice, “He existed before me,”? “He is the one way!” (Jer. 32:39; Acts 4:12). “He
is the way of life,” (Col. 3:4). “He is the way of peace,” (Eph. 2:14). “It pleased God to reveal
His Son to me,” was Paul’s account of his conversion. Jesus asserted? “I am the way and the
truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me,” (Jn. 14:6).
Peter was one of the favored three who witnessed every miracle, including the
transfiguration, and yet his faith was not the result of these, but sprang from a revelation from
God. In response to his confession, “Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God,” the Lord
declared, “Flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my Father who is in heaven”
(Matt. 16: 16,17).
This special grace was not only accorded to the apostles but also “To them that have
obtained like precious faith with us,” (II, Pet. 1:1). That was Peter’s address to the faithful
generally. He describes them as “born again by the Word of God,” (I Pet. 1:12).
Peter boldly proclaimed that “salvation is found in no one else, for there is no other name
under heaven given to men by which we must be saved,” (Acts 4:12). Jesus’ exclusivity caused
him to warn: “Watch out that no one deceives you. For many will come in my name, claiming”?
I am the Christ, (the Antichrist)’ and will deceive many,” (Matt. 24: 4-5; cf., vv. 23-25).
It is apparent that Jesus was not “one of many enlightened masters. “ He is the “Light of the
world” (Jn. 8:12). New Agers typically revere Jesus as a mere human being who sought godhood
(or Christhood), Christians worship Jesus as the eternal God (Jn. 1:1) who became human (Jn.
1:14), and then atoned for our sins at the cross, rose from the grave, ascended back to heaven, far
above all other beings, and coming again. He is uniquely and eternally God.
Little to no documentation exists about the meaning of the pillars and the rest of the
Cathedral contains a lot of art with strange symbolism alluding to catastrophe and a new
era, strange place.
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